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BETWEEN:
TREVOR HESSELINK
. AND_

DE BEERS GANADA INC

No,4755 P. 2

ONTARIO COURT OF JUSTICE

DATE:201 9 November 27th

COURT FILE No: 170148
Timmins Judicial District of Cochrane

Before Justice D.A. Thomas
Heard on June 25th, 201g

Reasons for Judgment released on December 17th,2019

Julia Croome & Charles Hatt,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .counsel for Trevor Hesselink
Tracey Praft & Neil Smitheman,,.,,, counsel for the defendant Do Beers Ganada lnc

THOMAS J,

OVERVIEW

l1l The Victor Diamond Mine is an open pit mine operated by the defendant De Beers
Canada lnc. lt is located on wetlands up along the Attawapiskat River near the remote,
northern, First Nations community of Attawapiskat on the James Bay Coast, in the judicial

District of Kenora.

l2J De Beers Canada lnc. is a subsidiary of the De Beers Group of Companies, which
produces 35o/o of the world's rough diamonds. The mining corporation was issued an

Amended Ceftificate of Approval, by the Ministry of the Environment pursuant to section
53 of the Ontaio Water Resources Act. lt governed the defendant's monitoring/reporting
duties regarding the discharge, treatment and disposal of contaminants generated during
the operation of its Victor Diamond Mine open pit. The Amended Certificate of Approval
was issued on March 'l3th, 2009, out of Toronto, by the Director responsible at Ministry of
the Environment.

I3l The Certificate of Apprcval amongst other terms and conditions, stipulated that De
Beers was to self-monitor and report on the Victor Diamond Mine's effluent discharge,
and specifically the total mercury and methyl mercury levels, on a monthly or quarterly
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basis, pursuant to protocols approved by the Ministry of the Environment's District
Manager.

t4] On December 1st, 2016 the private prosecutor, Trevor Hesselink, swore a 7-count
information in Toronto against the corporate defendant De Beers Canada lnc., alleging it
had failed to report these mercury levels as required, contrary to s. 107 (3) ol lhe Ontario
Water Resources Acf. Just over two years later, December 13, 2018, Her Worship
Bourbonnais entered a stay of proceedings in Timmins, for unreasonable delay, pursuant
to s.11 (b) of the Charter. The learned trial Justice determined that there would have been
25.5 months, net delay, before the anticipated conclusion of the kial on March 1Et, 2018.

l5l Mr. Hesselink now appeals that decision, contending that had Her Worship
properly characterized the various, intervening periods of delay and temporal detours,
occasioned primarily by the defendant De Beers alleged indifference towards delay, lhe
nef delay would fall well under the prescribed 18-month Jordanl ceiling.

16l Throughout the proceedings, the private prosecutor remained resolute, and
focused on arriving at the destination-a day in court-^seeking adjudication on the
merits-in as timely a fashion as possible. ln stark contrast, the defendant appears to
have had no interest in aniving atthis destination, but rather, to have been clearly dilatory,
and far more interested in drifting off into detours along the way. The defendant DeBeers
had every opportunity to express its concerns about delay throughout the process, and
yet over the cource of 22 months, remained silent regarding delay. lndeed, to the contrary,
to defendant appears to have resisted any and all efforts to expedite the proceedings,
including the setting of kial dates, until some four months after the Jordan ceiling had
been breached.

l7l lt is certainly open to a defendant to approach a case as though it had all the time
and resources in the world, to turn every stone--even twice--or to play out the string, no
matter how unproductive-with complete indifference towards delay. What it cannot then
do however, as clarified by the Supreme Court in Cody2, is complain that the clock has
run out, and that its constitutional right to a speedy trial has been infringed:

A// justice system participants - defence counsel included - must now accept
that many practices which were formerly commonplace or merely tolerated are no
longer compatible with the right guaranteed by s. 11(b) ol the Charter.

IBI The Court has made it abundantly clear, that all players must assume responsibility
for avoiding unnecessary delay--if there is to be a meaningful shift in the culture of
complacency required to ensure a more efficient criminal justice system.

I9l I accordingly, conclude that the learned trial Justice erred in her characterizations
of the delay in question.

110] I would allow the appeal and order that the charges proceed to trial

1 R v Jordan,2016 SCC 27 lR v Jordanl.
2 Rv Cody,2017 SCC 31 at paras 31-35 [R v Cody].
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BACKGROUND

Procedural History

[1 1l The private prosecutor, Trevor Hesselink, is a Director of the Wildlands League, a
nonprofit conservation organization, with a focus on protecting public lands and resources
in Ontario. Following an extensive investigation, Mr. Hesselink alleged that De Beers had
continuously failed to comply with the stipulated self-monitoring and reporting of mercury
and methyl mercury level conditions at the Victor Mine, thereby breaching the Ceftificate
of Approval on an ongoing basis, commencing in June of 2009, two months after it had
been issued.

112) The Ministry of the Environment had apparently neglected to notice the alleged
failure on the part of De Beers to report the mercury and methyl mercury levels from its
Vic{or Diamond Mine in Attawapiskat. Mr. Hesselink accordingly, brought the results of
his investigation and specifically, De Beers alleged ongoing breach oI lhe Ceftificate of
Approval, to the Ministry's attention. He also publicly shared his findings in a detailed 30-
page Special Report which was released to the media in Dec. 2015, entitled, "Nothing to
See Here...Failures of Seff-monitoring and Reporting of Mercury at the De Beers Victor
Diamond Mine in Canada." 3

t13l The Ministry of the Environment evidently, opted not to pursue charges.

l14l As noted, and as permitted under section 23('1) of the Provincial Offenses Act, Mr.
Hesselink therefore attended before a Justice of the Peace in Toronto on December 1,

2016 and swore to the seven-count information in question. lt alleges that De Beers had
committed continuing offences between June 29, 2009 and July 1, 2016, by failing to
report the mercury and methyl mercury levels, at various sites at its Victor Diamond Mine
as required under the Certificate of Approval, contrary to secflon 107(3) of lhe Ontaio
Water Resources AcL

I15l The Justice of the Peace issued a summons requiring De Beers to attend at the
Provincial Offences Court al Old City Hall in Toronto, on January 12,2017 .

I16l lt is agreed that there was approximately 27 months between the swearing of the
information on December 1,2016, and the anticipated conclusion of an estimated five-
day trial on March 1"i,2018, thereby exceeding the 18-month ceiling for summary
conviction proceedings as prescribed by the Supreme Court of Canada in R. v. Jordana,
by 9 months.

The Gontested Periods of Delay

l17l The three most contested periods of delay, approached chronologically involve:

3 Affidavit of David Simms, De Eeers Environmential Lead at para 8, Exhibit B (March 7, 2018) lAtfidavit of
David Simmsl.
a R v Jordan, supra note
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A) the delay in traversing the charges from Toronto to Timmins;

B) the lengthy delay occasioned by the defendant, De Beers' unsuccessful abuse of
process motion;

C) the delay associated with the defendant's waiting to provide notice of, and
schedule it's s.11(b) motion.

l18l There were approximately 8 months between lhe information being sworn in
Toronto on Dec. 1Et, 2016, and the eventual first appearance in the Timmins POA courl
on Aug. 10.2017.|n addition to the explicit defence waiver/unavailability, the private
prosecutor contends that at a minimum, an additional 12 weeks of this initial period of
delay, were directly caused by the defendant De Beer's unreasonable withholding of its
consent to transfer the charges to the proper jurisdiction, which properly characterized,
should be deducted as defence delay.

Il gl De Beer's announced its intention to bring its abuse of process motion seeking a
stay of proceedings in July 2017, prior to the first appearance in Timmins on Aug. 10th,

2017. Arguments on this motion however, were only completed on July 31st,2018, over
a year later. Her Worship summarily dismissed this motion on August 23d, 2018 ruling
that it was, "...unsupported by the facts and law..." and was... "in larye paft without
merit.'a

l20l The appellant argues that that this middle period of delay, the longest temporal
detour in the proceedings--approximately 12 months-was directly occasioned by the
defendant's indifference towards delay in advancing ils abuse of process motion. ln these
circumstances, the appellant argues that the trial Justice erred in not characteizing a
minimum of 8 months of this period, primarily as defence caused delay, especially given
her findings that despite the time this motion consumed, it had no legal or factual
foundation, and was therefore, essentially bereft of merit.6

I21l After receiving this ruling dismissing its abuse of process motion on Aug. 23d,
2018, then already some three months beyond the presumpiively unreasonable June 1,
Jotdan ceiling, the defendant waited an additional 12 weeks to provide notice of its
intention to bring a s.1 1 (b) application. lt only did so al a judicial pre-trial--scheduled on
Oct. 2nd, 2018, in relation to confirming a trial date on the merits-, thereby pushing
available trial dates even further back. The appellant argues that 50o/o, or 6 weeks of this
final period of delay, should have been properly characterized as defence caused delay.

The trial Justice's Decision

1221 The learned trial Justice of the Peace granted the defendant DeBeer's s.11(b)
motion on December 13, 2018, after failing to find any defence delay or exceptional

s Trevor Hesselink v De Beers Canada lnc., Reasons forJudgement at p. 12,lines 4-7,21-23 (August 23,
2018), Timmins 170148 (ONCJ).
e tbid.
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circumstances, save and except 1.5 months of explicit waiver resulting from counsel
unavailability, thereby bringing the net delay in her estimation, down to 25.5 months and
therefore, still 7.5 months above the presumptive ceiling.

l23l The private prosecutor appeals this decision, contending that Her Worship failed
to properly characterize any of three distinct periods of delay, as either defence delay or
alternatively, exceptional circumstances.

l24l The private prosecutor further asserts that the learned trial Justice neglecled to
properly weigh or examine the evidentiary record before her, resulting in some palpable
and overriding errors in findings of fact, which likely contributed to her mischaracterization
of some of the contested delay that arose throughout the proceedings.

l25l The defendant De Beers asserts amongst other arguments, that the learned
Justice of the Peace, properly apprehended the evidentiary record before her, that she
applied the correcl legal analyses as directed by the Supreme Court of Canada, and that
she accordingly, made no errors in her characlerization of the periods of delay in dispute.

t26l The Justice of the Peace who heard the defendant's initial abuse of prccess
motion, was the same Justice who then heard the ensuing s.11(b) applicafion in question,
and who scheduled to hear the trial on the merits, had it proceeded- and will accordingly,
be refened to as the'trial Justice'throughout.

THE APPLICABLE LAW

The Jordan Framework

l27l The s.1 1 (b) analytical framework ushered in by Jordan has now been in effect for
over 3 years. lt was recently clearly and helpfully articulated by the Court of Appeal in R.

v. Shaikh'.

tsl lt will assist in understanding the material facfs and issues in this appeal if I
provide, at the outset, a bief overuiew of the legal tests to be used in determining
whether the delay in prosecuting charges has been unrcasonable, contnry to s.

11(b). The analytical framework to be applied was established in R. v. Jordan,
2016 SCC 27, [2016] 1 S.C.R. 637, and helpfully synthesized in R. v. Coulter, 2016
ONCA 704, 133 O.R. (3d) 433, at paras. 32, 34-40, which I summarize here.

t6l The initial step in the Jordan framework is to calculate the .total delay', the
period from the charge to the actual or anticipated end of tial. Then "defence
delaf is identified and calculated. The entire "defence delaf' is then subtracted
from the "total delaf' to identify the "net delay". If the "net delay" exceeds the
presumptive ceilings identified in Jodan of 18 months for cases going to trial in the
provincial court or 30 months for cases going to tial in the superior couft or in the
provincial court after a preliminary inquiry, the delay is presumptively
unreasonable.

SlPage
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t7l To rebut that presumption, the Crown must establish .exceptional

circumstances". ln general, "exceptional circumstances" will be established in fuvo

ways.

l8l First, the Crown may show that *discrete events" have occuned due to
unforeseeable circumstances. lf deducting the delay caused by discrete events
from the net delay produces a "remaining delay" that is below the relevant
presumptive ceiling, the delay in prosecuting the charges is presumed to be
reasonable.

t9l Or, the Crown may satisfy the couti that the case ,'s pafticularly complex
such that the time the case has taken is justified,T

The Standard of Review

l28l The standard of review on findings of fact, was again made clear by the Court of
Appeal in lroquois Falls Power Cory. v Ontaio Electricity Financial Corp.8:

A court of appeal will interfere with the findings of fact of a tial judge only if a
finding is shown to be the product of "palpable and oveniding enof'. A factual
finding unsupported by any evidence is inevitably a "palpable" enor. That enor will
also be.oveniding" if it is shown to have affected the result:_ H.L. v. Canada
(Attomey General),2005 SCC zslcpnLlll [2005] 1 S.C.R. 401, at pams. 53-
56; Waxman v. Waxman (2004),2004 CanLIl 39040 (ON CA). 44 B.L.R. (3d) 165
(Ont. C.A.), at paras. 292-96, 335, leave to appeal refused, [200a] S.C.C.A. No.
291

129) lt is a high standard, however as recently clarified by the Court in R. v. Jur*us.

t25l First, I do not agree that the designation of a period of time as defence
delay is a finding of fact that is owed deference. Although underlying findings of
fact are reviewed on a standard of palpable and oveniding enor;!fo
characterization of those periods of delay and the ultinTte decision as to whether
there has been unreasonable delay are subiect to review on a standard of
corrccfness.',R. v. M.(N.N.) (200Q,2A06 CanLll 14957 (ON CH,209 C.C.C (3d)
436 (Ont. C.A.), at para. ff R. v. Schertzer, 2A09 ONCA 742 (CanLll), 248 C.C.C.
(3d) 270, at paras.71-72. Ieave to appeal refused [2010] S.C.C.A. No. 3; R. v.

Tran,2012 ONCA 18 (CanLll),288 C.C.C. (3d) 177, at pan. 1.9.. lEnphasis
addedl.

[26] Consequently, while I agree that the application judge's determination of
the facts is to be accotded deference, her decision fo ass,'gn each of the
rcspondents only a part of the delay from March I to July 29, 2016 is a decision

7 Rv Shaikh,2019 ONCA 895 at paras 5-9.
a lroquois Falls Pov'rer Cory. v Ontaio Electicity Financial Corp., 2016 ONCA 271 at para 70.
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reviewable on a standatd of conectness. Applying that standard, I find that the
application judge erred in how she characterized this period of delay.e

ANALYSIS

l30l There can be no issue that the learned trial Justice of the Peace was correct in

concluding that the Jordan lramework must be applied with full rigor to this case,
notwithstanding that the defendant is a multi-national corporation, that the prosecution
was conduc{ed by a private citizen, or that there was no hint of prejudice occasioned by
the delay, The appellant no longer contests this determination but takes issue with Her
Worship's characterization of the contested periods of delay arising throughout these
proceedings.

[31] The appellant contends that De Beers demonstrated a consistent, apathetic
approach to delay throughout the proceedings and that the defendant's conduct has been
the primary, indeed direct cause of the delay occasioned during the three periods in
question. The appellant altgrnatively argues, that if the delay was not'solely or directly'
attributable to the defence, that there were also sub-periods of delay caused by discrete
eyenfs, that could and should have accordingly, been properly charac{erized as
" exce pti o n a I c i rc u m sta n ce s."

l32l I have undertaken a careful review of the remarkably voluminous evidentiary
record, including all the transcripts, affidavit testimony, cross-examinations,
correspondence, motion records etc., in relation to the many (20+) court appearances in
relation to this matter. The arguments advanced on appeal will be analyzed
chronologicafly where possible, considering whether on a standard of conectness, lhe
learned trial Justice erred in failing to charaderize any of the disputed delay as defence
delay, or whether she erred in concluding that the prosecution had failed to establish the
existence oi exceptional circumstances.

A) The Delav in Transferring the Charqes to th6 Proper Jurisdiction

The Law and Backoround

I33l Section 23(2) of the Provincial Offences Act of Ontaio (POA) provides that:

An information may be laid anywherc in Ontario.lEnphasis addedl.

I34l However, section 29 ss. (f & (3) of the POA provide lhal:

(1) Subject to subsection (2), a proceeding in respect of an offence shall be heard
and determined by the Ontario Coutl of Justice sifting in the county or distict in
which the offence occurred or in the area specified in the transfer agrcement made
under Paft X. 2009, c.33, Sched. 4, s. 1 (3O.IEmphasis addedl.

d R v Jutkus,2o18 ONCA 489 al parcs 25'26lR v Jurkusl.
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(3) Where a prcceeding is taken in a county or distict other than one refefied to
in subsection (1) or (2), the court shall order that the proceedina be transfened to
the proper county or distict and may where the defendant appears award costs
under section 60. R.S.O. 1990, c. P.33, s. 29 (3).lEmphasis addedl.

l35l The private prosecutor as noted, attended before the Justice of the Peace in

Toronto as permitted by s. 23(2) of the POA, to swear the information, alleging ongoing
offences, 'in the Distict of Kenora, at or near the City of Toronto, and at or near the City
of Timmins".

136l lt was evidently at least initially, somewhat unclear as to where the physical duty
to report the Victor Diamond Mine's mercury levels, pursuant to the Ceftificate ol
Approval, was to have taken place, given: the fact that the Amended Certificate of
Approval had been issued by the Ministry of the Environment out of Toronto; the fact that
the defendant De Beers' head offices are located in Toronto, the fact that Attawapiskat
is located some 1000 km north of Toronto in the Judicial District of Kenora, and that
Timmins is located somewhere in between, in the District of Cochrane.

[37] Upon further review and with input from the supervising Crown attorney from the
Ministry of the Environment, (whose involvement is discussed below), it became almost
immediately apparent, that the duty to report the mercury levels arose neither in the
Judicial District of Toronto,, nor in the Judicial District Kenora, but rather, where the
Ministry's closest District Office to the Victor Diamond Mine was located-- in Timmins in
the Judicial District of Cochrane. The Provincial Offences Acf court in Timmins was
unquestionably confirmed as the proper venue for the matter to be heard. There was no
doubt based on the location of the Viclor Diamond Mine, its duty to report to the closest
Ministry District Office, and the dictates of s. 29 of the POA, that Cochrane was the "disfricf
in which the offence occurred" and therefore, the proper venue. This jurisdictional
imperative had been determined and confirmed early on in the proceedings, indeed by
the second appearance in Toronto on March 23,2017, when itwas in fact acknowledged
and agreed by all concerned.

The Evidentiary Record

I3el When the parties appeared before the court on March 23, 2017, counsel for the
private prosecutor, Ms. Croome, confirmed that it had now been definitively determined
and agreed, that Timmins was the proper jurisdiction. She further advised she had
confirmed that it would take approximately five weeks to transfer the charges, and that
she had accordingly, obtained a return dale oI Aoril27.2017 to have the matter spoken
fo before the Timmins Provincia! Offences Act Cour1.10

t39l Counsel forthe defendant De Beers, Mr. Smitheman indicated that he understood
why the matter had to be transferred to the Timmins POA Court's jurisdiction, and that he
'didn't necessarily disagree'with it being transferred to Timmins, as the proper jurisdiction,
but that...

10 Transcript of Proceedings at p. 4 (March 23,2017).
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".... we.haven't Sot_999M. disclosure.... And I would like to have disclosure
completed before we traverse this mafter to the Timmins Court....a1 lEmphasis
addedl.

[40] There was some further back and forth during which, counsel for the private
prosecutor expressed concerns about the delay- and the timing--associated with
bringing a needless motion to transfer. She expressed some surprise, in that she thought
the transfer issue had been resolved, and that there was an agreement between counsel
that the matter should and would be transferred, and that the private prosecutor would in

fact appear as agent on behalf of De Beers at the speak fo in Timmins at the April 27th

2017 POA date, to facilitate, ".... pushing through..as fhe dafes in Timmins arc not
teniblY frequent."rz

l41l Counsel for the defendant De Beers once again confirmed that it, 'sounds
reasonable" however, he wanted lo, "deal with disclosure before making any
decisions...."13

1421 The presiding Justice of the Peace accordingly adjourned the matter to the next
speak to date in Toronto, but not before noting:

".... I get a sense that the Crown is making best attempts to officially move the
matter along. Fair enough. But there appears some opposition, so that's flne."1a

t43l Some might perhaps perceive His Worship's observation as a harbinger of things
to come, and that this appearance was emblematic of the approach embraced by the
respeclive parties throughout the balance of the proceedings.

l44l lt took three more court appearances in the Toronto POA Court before the
defendant De Beers ultimately agreed on June 15, 2017,lhat the matter had to be
transferred to Timmins--but not before the private prosecutor had been forced to formally
file and serve motion materials pursuant lo s. 29(3) oI lhe POA, returnable on the June
15,2017 appearance, to actually argue that the matter had to be transferred to Timmins.

I45] Ms. Pratt, counsel forthe defendant, only then conceded the obvious, advising:

" ...- And just to be clear on the record, it's our position that we're consenting to
the fact that the Torcnto courl does not have iuisdiction over these charget. lt's
on that basis that it being transfened to Timmins.'aslEmphasis addedl.

[46] The fact that the Toronto POA court did not have jurisdiction over the charges was,
and never could have been, in contest, as had been basically acknowledged by her co-
counsel Mr. Smitheman back on March 23, 2017, when the private prosecutor had

11 lbid, p.
12 lbi.t.
13 lbid.
fl lbid at p.7.
15 Transcript of Prooeedings at p. 4, lines 28-30 (June '15, 20'17).
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expressed concerns about delay, and based on discussions between counsel, had first
sought to transfer the matter on consent to the proper jurisdiction. There was never any
issue that the matter had to be traversed to the Timmins Provincial Offences Court--ll
was a fait accompli, and yet it took 3 additional court appearances over 12 weeks (84
days) to achieve, in light of the defendant withholding its consent--- apparently because
it had not received, "complete disclosure".

l47l Had the defendant agreed to transfer the matter to the April 27,2017 speak to
court in Timmins on the second appearance in Toronto on March 23d 2017, as had been
apparently agreed to, or at least urged by the private prosecutor, rather than waiting until
June 15, 2017 Io do so, the first appearance in Timmins could have been facilitated on
April 27th 2017, which was 15 weeks (105 days) soonerthan the eventual August 10,
2017 speak to date in Timmins.

Her WoJs_hjpis Ruling

Transfer Delay Considered as an Exceptional Circumstance

t48l ln relation to this period of delay, the learned Justice of the Peace, appears to have
first considered ilas exceptional circumstance delay, and concluded:

"We're talking about fufther dlsc/osure lssues and the transfer of the file from
Toronto to Timmins which resulted in eioht weeks and six davs of delav: November
3dh, 2017 to January 31, 2018. Clearlv, the prosecution is responsible for the
delay associated wtth tmversing the matter to Timmins. The fact that the defence
eventually agreed to tmnsfer the matter to Timmins does not change anything
This is still actions of the pivate prosecutor and the Crown, which falls squarely at
the feet of the prosecution and which cannot oossiblv oualifu as a so-called
discrete exceptional circumstance.4s lEmphasis addedl.

l4gl Apart from referencing dates and time periods that have virtually no relation to the
transfer delay in question, (November 30th,2017 to January 31,2018 and eight weeks
and six days of delay) the learned trial Justice, analyzed this period initially through the
lens of a discrete event, and concluded that the private prosecutor was somehow
exclusively responsible for the delay in transferring the matter to Timmins-without any
apparent analysis or review of the evidentiary record as set out and highlighted above.

I50] This conclusion would appearto be a palpable and overriding error-even allowing
that the learned trial Justice had simply misspoke in referencing the much later November
30,2017 to January 31, 2018 time period--and a mischaracterization of the real reason
behind the delay. lt is undoubtedly hue that the private prosecutor must be held
accountable for the matter being initially returnable in the wrong judicial District on
January 12,2017 first appearance. Contrary to Her Worship's finding however, and as
clearly demonstrated by the evidentiary record, the private prosecutor then acted with
alacrity in attempting to redress the error, even priorto the second apDearance on March
23, 2017, by: definitively confirming the proper jurisdiction; by confirming the first

1€ Reasons for Judgement at p. '13, lines 3-16 (December I 3, 2018) lReasons for J.udg"r*: O.: 
:.?l ..
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available return date in Timmins; by seeking the defendant De Beers' consent to traverse
the matter; and by even offering to appear as agent on its behalf-only to be met with
"opposttion," as described by the Justice of the Peace presiding at the second
appearance.

I51] When analyzed through the lens ol exceptional circumstances, which apparently
wasn't argued, but which Her Worship appears to have first considered , it is difficult, if
not impossible to conclude how the, "the prosecution is responsible for the delay
assoc,afed with tmversing the mafter to Timmins," after March 23td.2117, when the
defendant's withholding its consent to do so, was completely outside of the private
prosecutor's conkol- while it was doing everything it could to remedy the delay. While I

believe that this delay is likely more accurately characterized as defence-delay as
discussed below, the evidentiary record demonstrates that these circumstances were
also reasonably unforeseeable or unavoidable and that the private prosecutor took all
reasonable steps available to avoid any further delay.17

l52l As ultimately conceded by the defendant, the Toronto POA Court could lcvCl have
assumed jurisdiction over these charges-^ they @l to be transferred to Timmins as
clearly mandated by section 29 of the Provincial Offenses AcL While it was certainly the
defendant's prerogative to withhold its consent to transfer the matterto Timmins and force
the private prosecutor to bring a formal motion, the outcome of which would have been a
foregone conclusion, the ensuing delay after March 23, 2017, surely cannot be said to
fall, squarcly at the feet of the prosecution and which cannot possibly qualify as a so-
called discrete exceptional circumstance.'48

l53l The delay occasioned by the defendant's brinkmanship in forcing the private
prosecutor to bring a redundant motion to traverse, returnable June 1Sth, 2017, resulted
in the first appearance in Timmins being pushed back fiom April 27th, 2017, to August
101 ,2017, as note above in paragraph 47:

r March 23td 2017-- June 15 2O17: There were 84 days or 12 weeks
between the second appearance on March 23'd when the defendant could
have reasonably conceded that the transfer of charges was clearly
unavoidable-- and the Sth appearance on June lSthwhen it chose to do so.

Aoril 27.2017--- Auousl 10.2017: There were 105 days or '15 weeks
between the first available speak to / first appearance court date in Timmins
on April 27,2017, had the defendant agreed to the transfer on March 23,
2017 --and the eventual first appearance in Timmins, occasioned by its
waiting until the fifth appearance in Toronto, on June 15,2017 to do so.

a

Given that it is not absolutely certain that the transfer of the charges would have been
completed in the 5 weeks between March 23'd and the first available Timmins return date
of April 27th as proposed by the private prosecutor, and giving the benefit of this

17 R v Jodan, supra note 1 at paras 69-70.
16 Reasons forJudgement Dec /3, supm note 16.
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uncertainty to the defendant, I would determine that this period of delay, characterized as
an exceptional circumstance, should nonetheless be at least 12 weeks.

Transfer Delav Considered as Defence Delav

l54l The learned trial Justice firstly concluded that the delay in traversing the charges
could not possibly be characterized as a drscrefe evenf, as the delay resulted solely from,
lhe..." actions of the private prosecutor and the Crown, which falls squarely at the feet of
the prosecution.... " My review determined that this finding with respect, was clearly not
supported by the evidentiary record, and that exceptional circumstances could be
established as discussed above.

t55l As suggested, however, this period of delay might more aptly be characterized as
defence-caused delay. ln this regard, Her Worship later in her reasons, appears to have
revisited this period of delay, and made additional or alternative findings that there were
.disclosure r'ssues', and ongoing "resolution discusslons" that made any delay caused by
De Beers' continued refusal to consent to the transfer the charges, reasonable, and
hence, incap4ble of being characterized as defence delay:

*.....1 agree with De Beers that it made absolutely no sense for the defendant to
initially consent to such a transfer when rcsolution discusslons were still ongoing.
Accordingly, the delay relating to the transfer of the file from Toronto to Timmins is
not considered either a defence delav nor does it constitute a discrete even{'as

t56l I will address the finding that dlsc/osure rssues and resolution discussrbns were
responsible for the delay.

[57] At first blush this case would appear to have been a relatively straightforward
matter wherein the private prosecutor might prove its case, by relying primarily on
documentation from the Ministry of the Environment that would simply demonstrate
whether or not De Beers had filed the required mercury monitoring reports during the
operative time periods. lndeed, it was uliimately determined al a JPT on Oct 2018, that
the prosecution could, and would file a comprehensive document, a ceftificate, or official
document, as provided for under section '1 15 (1) of the Ontario Water Resources Acf to
establish its case at kial. This certificate, which is essentially a compendium of the various
reporting documentation and responses between the defendant and the Ministry,
streamlines the proceedings by obviating the need to call prosecution evidence v:a voce,
and,

"....shall be received in evidence in any proceeding as proof, in the absence of
evidence to the contrary, of the facts stated in the official document without proof
of the signaturc or position of the person appearing to have signed the official
document.'2o

13 lbid.
2a ontario Weter Resources Acl RSO 1990, c O.40, s 115(2).
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ln this instance, lhe ceftificafe, admissible as convenient compilation of what the
defendant had and had not reported, (which records and documentation De Beers
presumably had also retained and had available), was signed by District Manager Caroll

Leith and was disclosed on May 12,2017. (lt might be noted as regards this cerffficafe,
that the private prosecutor estimated that it would take one day to present its case,
whereas De Beers advised it would take five or more days to present its defence).

I58l There is no issue that subtantial disclosure, albeit nol comolete disclosure,
delineating De Beers alleged failure to the report mercury levels at the Victor Diamond
Mine, had been provided prior to the first appearance in Toronto on January 12, 2017.
The defendant had presumably received the private prosecutot's detailed 3O-page

Special Report released Dec. 2015, and entitled, 'Nothing to See Here...Failures of Self-
monitoring and Reporting of Mercury at the De Beers Victor Diamond Mine in Canada.al

t59l The private prosecutor had also of course provided anticipated witness will says
and other pertinent documentary evidence, allegedly demonstrating that the defendant
De Beers had not complied with its mandatory mercury level reporting obligations as

required under its Ceftificate of Approval. A review of the evidentiary record indicates
that the disclosure concerns expressed by the defendant, revolved in large measure,
around the presentation, formatting or completeness of the disclosure, for example; 'some

notes being undated', or certain attachments having been 'disclosed independently' and
'not being attached to the relevant email correspondence', or requests for explanations
or for hard copies of electronic disclosure that had already been provided via email and

DVD, etc.

160l While there was accordingly, some 'continuing disclosure', both eleclronic, and
hard copy, with 'clarifications' provided as requested, the private prosecutor maintained
that the, "disclosurc was substantially complete..." and "that they were waiting on one
piece of evidence from the Ministry;'22 All throughout this period, the private prosecutor,

as clearly demonstrated in the record, continued to seek the defendant's consent to
transfer the charges to the proper jurisdiction-to no avail.

[61] The private prosecutor had taken the firm position by mid-May, that it had
provided all of the disclosure in its possession and control to the defendant, with the
exception of the notes, or work product in the possession of the supervising Crown
attorney, Ms. Meuleman from the Ministry of Environment, which material was not, nor
had it ever been, in its possession or control. ln this regard, Ms. Meuleman directly wrote
counsel forthe defendant on May251h,2017, advising them that she would be "more than

happy to discuss", her review of the file and supervisory role with them. lt would appear
from the record, that they never took her up on her offer.

[62] The fact that Timmins as detailed above-was the proper jurisdiction-was a

foregone conclusion---and an inexorable reality conceded by the defendant De Beers at
both the second and last court appearances in Toronto, and between which, nothing in

21 Affidavit of David Simmq srpi.a note 3.
22 Transcript of Proceedings at p. 3, line 20 (April 13, 2017).
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the disclosure would or could change. This was an incontrovertible certainty that had
absolutely nothing to do with any apparent outstanding disclosure. While it is trite to say
that a defendant must have meaningful disclosure before being expected to take a
significant step in the proceedings, that is clearly not was at issue here. There was no
substantial disclosure outstanding, and in any event, even if there were, the defendant
was not being called upon to make a decision, or take a step, that was even remotely
contingent on some piece of disclosure. The matter had to be transferred to Timmins.

t63l Even assuming that there was substantial disclosure outstanding, which was
clearly not the case, as repeatedly affirmed by the Gourt of Appeal in cases like, R. v.
Kovacs-Tatar, disclosure need not be complete before dates are set forJtial or oreliminarv
hearinq,

"...because the obligation of the Crovn to make drsc/osure r's a continuing one, the
Crown is not obliged to dr'sc/ose every last bit of evidence before a trial date is set.
The defence was not forfeiting its 'Stinchcombe rights" by agreeing to set a tial
date. Counsel for the appellant did not act reasonably in insisting that he receive
the expeft report before setting a trial date.'23

164l And similady, in R. v. N.N.M. 209 CCC (3d) 436, at para 37, the Court explained,

Even when the Crown has clearly failed to make mandated disclosure, the defence
,b nof necessa ily entitled to refuse to proceed to the next step or to set a date for
tiaL As this court stated in R. v. Kovacs-Tator (2004), 2004 CanLll 42923 @N
CA). 192 C.C.C. (3d) 91 at para.47 (Ont. C.A.): "the Crown is not obliged to
drsc/ose every last bit of evidence before a trial date is set."

[65] ln this case, the defendant De Beers was not being asked to set a date for the
frial, nor a preliminary inquiry, nor lor a pre-tial motion, nor even to set a date for a judicial
pretrial-bul rather, to simply consent to traversing the matter fo be spoken fq in the
proper jurisdiction, which inevitable procedural step could in no waybe impacted bysome
outstanding disclosure.

166] Even if the defendant was insisting on awaiting the s. 1 15 certificate, which was
essentially a compilation of other previously disclosed documentation, and which was
disclosed on May 12th 2017, or the supervising Crown attorney's notes, which were not
requested again until 8 months later at the JPT on Nov. 14th 2017--these pieces of
disclosure had virtually nothing to do with the jurisdictional imperative in question. There
was consequently, no "disclosure r'ssues" at play in relation to the transfer delay, that
could somehow be asserted to make the defendant's position othenrvise reasonable.
lndeed, the defendant ultimately consented to the transfer, without having the'disclosure
finalized,' which concession again underscores the fact any extant "disclosure issues"
could in no way have been essential to taking this inevitable procedural step.

23 Rv Kovaas-Tatar, 73 OR (3d) 161, '192 CCC (3d) 91 at para 47
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[67] As regards the assertion that resolution "d,bcussions werc still ongoing", which the
private prosecutor denies, there is simply no basis in the evidentiary record to support the
need to delay the transfer, even if this were true. ln an email dated March 16,2O17 , prior
to the second appearance, on March 23td,2017, the private prosecutor did write counsel
for De Beers advising that they would, "...like to raise the oossibilitv of (a) an agreed
statement of lacts and (b) settlemenf discusslons .... [Please let us know if your client is
open to one or both of the above,,," 2a There was no response from the defendant's
counsel. Even if there had been a response, some back and forth amounting lo ongoing
rcsolution discussions, which was not the case, it would in no way trench on the fact that
Timmins was the proper jurisdiction for the matter to be heard.

168l Even were the learned trial Justice's findings of fact to be accorded complete
deference, which for the reasons discussed, I am unable to do, neither disclosure nor
(imagined) resolution discussions ought to derail a necessary procedural step (such as
an unavoidable jurisdictional imperative - in this case a transfer to Timmins POA court),
unless the defendant was willing to waive the resultant delay. By opposing the transfer,
the defendant took a step which created delay that otherwise would have not occurred
but for the defendant's opposition. lt was the defendant De Beers, "own delay-causing
action or inaction", lhal "directly caused the delat/' Qodan, supra, al paras. 66, 1 13).

[69] Finally, within the overall period of delay occasioned by the defendant's continued
opposition to having the matter traversed from Toronto to Timmins, there were other
developments resulting in sho(er sub-periods of delay, that the appellant contends in the
alternative, were either defence unavailabil$ delay, or exceptional circumstance /
discrete events. For instance, on the April '13th, 2017th second appearance, when the
defendant again refused to consent to the transfer of the matter until disclosure was
finalized, both the prosecutor and court were available on May 4th, but counsel for
defendant was not available until May lBth 2017. The appellant argues this represents
2 weeks of obvious defence unavailability delay, which contention appears to be borne
out by the evidentiary record.

t70l On the May 181h,2017 fourth appearance, a non-lawyer agent for the supervising
Crown attorney from the Ministry of Environment, who had misunderstood that her
instructions were to simply attend and observe---unexpectedly attempted to speak to the
matter, causing some minor concern and confusion, which resulted in a further
adjournment to June 151h,2017. The private prosecutor argues that he had no control
over this unexpected development and acted immediately, within the week, to mitigate
further delay, by definitively confirming that the confused agent's unexpected appearance
had no bearing on the private prosecution. He contends this was surely a reasonably
unforeseeable development, and represents an obvious discrete event as described in

Jordan.

17IJ There would certainly appear to be significant merit to the appellant's arguments
regarding these sub-periods of delay, however, I find it unnecessary to further consider
them at this point. Contrary to Her Worships' finding that the delay in transferring the

2a Atfidavit of Charles Hatt, Exhibit 1.D (october 24, 2018) lAffidevit of Chafles HaftL
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matter, "fal/s sgua,ely at the feet of the prosecution," and consonant with the evidentiary
record, lfind that it was the defendant's continued unreasonable refusal to consent to
the kansfer until disclosure was 'finalized', that was the sole overarching reason, directly
responsible foranydelayaftertheMarch 23td2017. Ms. Pratt'sintervening unavailability,
or the surprise attendance of the Ministry agent, would never have arisen, had De Beers
simply consented to the inevitable transfer of the charges, as they acknowledged was
both reasonable and necessary back on March 23, 2017 .

Qonclusion Regarding the Delay in Traversing tlle Matter to Timmins

l72l As noted above, in the discussion under exceptional circumstances, in paragraph
53, the same analysis and timelines would also, accordingly apply. On March 23td,2017,
Ms. Croome had confirmed an available return date in the Timmins POA Court for April
27th,2017. The defendant De Beers finally agreed to the transfer on June 15th,2017
resulting in the first appearance in Timmins being pushed back until August 1Oth, 2017.
There are 85 days or 12 weeks between March 23rd, 2017 and June 15th, 2017. There
are 105 days, or 15 weeks between April27th,2O17 and August 1Oth,2017:

. M.2O17: There were 84 days or 12 wee.G
between the second appearance on March 23d when the defendant could
have reasonably conceded that the transfer of charges was clearly
unavoidable-- and the Sth appearance on June 1sth when it chose to do so.

April 27.2017*- Auousl 10.2017: There were 105 days or 15 weeks
between the first available speak to / first appearcnce court date in Timmins
on April 27,2017, had the defendant agreed to the transfer on March 23,
2017--and the eventual first appeannce in Timmins, occasioned by its
waiting until the fifth appearance in Toronto, on June 15,2017 to do so.

l73l I find that the learned trial Justlce mischaracterized this period of delay and have
determined that it was directly occasioned by the defendant De Beers unreasonable
approach to the inevitable transfer, resulting in at least 12 weeks of delay, which must be
counted as defence delay, and deducted from the total delay. The learned trial Justice
found that this the contested period was neither defence delay nor an exceptional
circumstance, this was unsupported by the evidence, and it ought to have been found to
be defence delay.

17 4l ln the event I am incorrec{ in this analysis, and / or in the alternative, as discussed
above, I find that this period of delay might also be characterized as a discrete exceptiona!
circumstance, which could then accordingly, be deducted from the calculated net delay.

B) The Delay Occasioned by Defendant's Abuse of Process Pre-trial Motion

Background

l75l ln or around mid-July 2017, prior to the first appearance in the Timmins POA court,
on August 10,2017 , counsel for De Beers advised that they would be bringing an abuse

:llt"_"::3o.t1::=:_"*'.n.tohlvethechargesstayed. 
onAusust23d.201B,overa
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year later, the abuse of prccess motion was dismissed when the learned trial Justice of
the Peace concluded that it was, "in larye part, without meiL4s

[76] The defendant's abuse of process motion seeking a stay of proceedings, consisted
of three grounds, with De Beers arguing that:

the charges were an abuse of process as a g[!4!4lg@f, against the
regulatory scheme administered by the Ministry,

the private prosecution was prohibited by section 107 (5) of the Ontaio
Water Resources Acf, and thirdly,

the hleracljon between the
attorney amounted to an abuse of process.

l77l ln relation to the first ground, Her Worship, after reviewing the evidence, including
the defendant's supporting documentation, which she concluded, "on its face, [it] was
obvious", did not support what the defendant was contending, ruled, "Therefore, sbE4ly
this is not a case of collatem! aftack-and duplicative proceedings." 26lEmphasis addedl.

[78] As regards the second ground the learned trial Justice determined there was 'ho
comparison" between the case at bar, and the cases presented by the defendant, and
similarly, that the arguments advanced, werc,.a far crv from the clse he wherc
charges are laid by a private prosecutor...." and that consequently, the defendant's
arg u ment, . 

h a s n g-baa delb n'27 lEm p h asi s ad de dl.

l79l Finally, in relation to the third ground, the learned trialjustice determined that while
the supervising Crown attorney appeared to have perhaps "overstepped" her oversight
role, "there is no evidence_ that Ms. Meuleman's interactions with the private prosecutor
have preiudiced DeBeers abititv to neke full answer and defence.'a8lEmPhasis addedl.

t8Ol ln dismissing the motion Her Worship concluded that it was,

"For all the reasons mentioned already, fhis case is a far cry from the clearest of
cases consrdeing it is unsuppofted by the facts and the law. Accordingly, this
motion for stay of proceedings is dismissed on all three grounds." fEmphasis
addedl.

2s Reasons for Judgement at p. 12 (August 23rd, 2018)
28 lbid alp.7, lines 3.4.
27 lbid at p.8, lines 12, 28, 30.
2E lbid al p. 1 1 , lines '15, 23-25.
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"And based on what I head, the facts, the applicable case law provided by both
parties, this motion for stay of oroceedino iE. in laqe paft, without meit.'2s

[Emphasis added].

IBl l My review of the evidentiary record would certainly support these findings.
Notwithstanding these conclusions, and the urging of the private prosecutor, HerWorship
nevertheless declined to find that the defendant's abuse of process motion was 'frivolous'.

While the defendant argues that .there are no degrees of frivolity," one cannot help but

note the similarity between Her Worship's findings and the language she used to
characterize the motion, and the definiiions of "frivolous" in for instance, in Miiam
Webster

having no sound basis (as in fact or law) a ftivolous lawsuit: or
in Black's Law Dictionary: lacking a legal basis or legal meit.

l82l Apart from its evidently, barely marginal merit, the appellant argues that much of
the protracted, nearly one^year period, consumed in dealing with the abuse of process
motion, was characterized by marked inefficiency or indifference towards delay, on the
part of De Beers, and the unavailability of its counsel

[S3] The private prosecutor contends that the learned trial Justice of the Peace erred
in the way she approached the various types delay within this 12-month period, and ought
to have found that at least eight months, properly characterized as either defence-caused
delay, and/or exceptional circumstances/discrete events, would in itself, almost bring the
resulting delay in under the Jordan ceiling.

t84l The defendant as noted, contends lhat.there are no degrees of frivolity" and thal
in light of the learned Justice of the Peace having declined to declare its motion frivolous,
it must be found to have been a legitimate ac{ion taken to respond to the charges. The
appellant argues that, given that the defendant's abuse of process motion cleared the
frivolity bar by an imperceptible hairbreadth, the court should have considered its alleged,
dilatory approach and indifference towards delay in advancing ii, with a somewhat more
critical eye.

l85l Once again for ease of understanding, I will consider the events and subperiods
within this period chronologically, dealing firstly with alleged defence delay, as clarified
in Coulter,3o where the onus is on the applicant, before then moving on to consider
exceptional circumstances, wherein the onus shifts to the prosecution.

The Law

186l The Supreme Court of Canada's decision in R. v. Cody, 120171 I S.C.R. 659,

released the year following Jodan, provides helpful direction to kial judges trying to
determine and assess when delay is attributable to defence conducl, apart from the more
obvious, explicit or implicit defence waiver:

2s lbid alp. 12,lines 4-7,21'23.
30 R v Coulter,2016 ONCA 704, 133 OR (3d) 433, at paras 32, 34-40.
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ln broad terms, the second component is concemed with delence conduct
and is intended to prevent the defence from benefifting from "its own delay-causing
action or inaction" (Jordan, at para. 119. lt applies to any situation where the
defence conduct has "solely or directly''caused the delay (Jordan, at para.6S).
para 28. lEmphasis addedl.

t87l The Court further explained that this assessment of defence conduct must include
a consideration of both-the objective in question-and manner in which it was pursued;

Defence conduct encompasses both substance and prccedure - the decision to
take a step, as well as the manner in which it is conducted, may aftmct scrutiny.
To determine whether defence action is legitimately taken to respond to the
chatges, the circumstances sunounding the action or conduct may therefore be
considered. The overall number, strength, importance, proximity to
the Jordan ceilings, compliance with any notice or filing requirements and
timeliness of defence applications may be relevant considentions-lIresppclMe et
its meit. a defencp action may be deemed not legitimate in the context of a s. 1 1(b)
aoolication if it is desioned to delav or if it exhibits ma&d inefficiency or marked
i n diffe re n ce tow a rd d e I av.31 [Empfrasis ad de d].

The Judicial Prc-Trials

t88l Prior to the eventual first appearance in Timmins on August 1}th,2017, aftet
advising of their intention to bring the abuse of process motion, in an email to the appellant
dated August 9,2017, defense counsel advised that their motion would likely take a day,

"To be on the prudent side I think we should book a day, although that might not
be necessary." zz

l89l The POA protocol for the Northeast Region required that any motion expected to
exceed three hours, must first proceed to a judicial pretrial (JPT), prior to being scheduled
for hearing. lt was the private prosecutor who then contacted the Regional Senior Justice
of the Peace (RSJP) on behalf of the defendant De Beers, to confirm local practice and
to obtain dates for its abuse of process motion, which it then provided to the defendant,
along with a copy of the Region's JPf practice memorandum, on August 23,2017.33

tgOl lt might be noted that this example of private prosecutor's interest and diligence in
seeking to move the mafter along, as first observed by the Justice of the Peace on the
second appearance in Toronto, was illustrative of the approach taken throughout the
balance of the proceedings.

31 R v Cody, supra note 2 at para 32.
32 Affidavit of Cherles Hatt, sup,-a nole 24, Exhibit O.
33 lbid.
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i) Defence Unavailability During the JPT Process

t91l The first judicial pretrial was accordingly scheduled for September 20,20'17 via
teleconference. The private prosecutor and the court were available on September 12,
the defence was not, and these eight days of defence unavailability were properly
deducted as defence delay by the trial Justice.

l92l During Septemher 2O,2017 JPT teleconfercnce, the presiding JP directed that the
parties provide him with further materials, and that the defendant specifically, provide him
with a dId_n_9liec_qflheLm_otien in order to assist him at the required continuation of the
JPT. The dates he offered for the continuation were September 27th, Oc{ober 3rd,and
4th-all of which were available to the private prosecutor-none of which were available
to the defendant's counsel. The continuation of JPT was accordingly scheduled for
November 14, 2017 . The learned trial Justice found that two weeks of this approximate
seven-week delay (6 weeks, six days) should be deducted as defence delay. The
appellant argues that the entire seven-week period, should have been similarly
characterized. Having reviewed the evidentiary record, I have determined that this is the
proper characterization of the additional five weeks in dispute.

l93l Her Worship appeared to lump the continuance of the JPT inlo a single, extended
event which was fine-but did so without any regard or analysis of the evidentiary record,
so as determine who was available-when-to resume it, over the ensuing three
teleconferences,

Also, it is Justice of the Peace Kitlar who otdered continuation and continuation of
continuation of judicial pre-tials (four all together), as well as requesting wriften
submissions from the parties, which accounted for a good paft of the delay. Hence,
I am satisfied that this timeframe for the judicial prc-trials should count as paft of
the overal! delay.Y

t94l The evidentiary record is clear that both the coud and the private prosecutor were
available to continue the JPf as early as September 27, 2017, whereas the defendant
was only available to do so on the mutually available November 141h,2017 date, some
seven weeks later. What is unclear, is why the trial Justice chose to characterize only two
of the seven weeks in question as defence unavailability, contrary to the clear
pronouncementin Jordan, and confirmation in Cody, at para. 30,

The only deductible defence delay under this component is, therefore, that which:
(1) is solely or directly caused by the accused person; and (2) flows from defence
action that is illegitimate insomuch as it is not taken to respond to the charges. As
we said in Jotdan, the most straightforward example is "[d]elibente and calculated
defence tactics aimed at causing delay, which include fivolous applications and
requests" (Jordan, at para. @). Similarlv. where the court and Crown are readv to
prcceed. but the defence is not. the resultino delav should also be deducted
(Jordan, at para. 6r!).lEnphasis addefl.

s Reasons for Judgment, Transcript at p. 12 (December 13, 201 E).
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[95] The defendant argues that the decision of the Supreme Court in R. v. Godin,2009
SCC 26, which pre-dates Jordan, militates against a finding that defence unavailability
should be construed as defence-delay in these circumstances. Given the helpful
clarification provided from the Ontario Court of Appeal in recent caseslike R.v Mallozzi35
and R.v, Albinowski,36 I cannot accede to such an interpretation. I find that Her Worship
mischaracterized this additional five-week period of defence unavailability as "part of the
overall delay", and that it must accordingly, be properly characterized as defence delay,
based on the clear evidentiary record.

ii) The Crown Attornev's Notes

Cg0sjdefed as Defence Caused Delay

t96] Upon the resumption of the JPf on November 141h,2017, the defendant De Beers
for the first time, declared that it had to have the notes and investigative work product of
Ms. Meuleman, the supervising Crown Attorney from the Ministry of the Environment, in

order to now proceed with its abuse of process motion.

1971 Secflon 11of theCrownAttomeysAcf providesthatamongstotheradministration
of justice duties, every Crown attomey shall.

(d) watch over cases conducted bv pivate prosecutors and, without unnecessarily
inbrtering with pivate individuals who wish in such cases fo prosecute, assume
wholly the conduct of the case wherc justice towards the accused seems fo
demand his or her interposition;lEmphasis addedl.

ln other words, avoid 'meddling' unless required, but check in, make sure things are
proceeding properly in accordance with pertinent legal principles and recognized precepts
of fairness, to ensure iustice to the defendant--but don't assume carriage of the
prosecution unless it is necessa@ Ms. Meuleman was
the Crown Attorney assigned to exercise this oversight func{ion in relation to Mr.
Hesselink's private prosecution of De Beers. She for instance, was the one who
confirmed that Timmins was proper jurisdiction forthe case to be heard, and who advised
what disclosure obligations were owed by the private prosecutor in these circumstances.

[98] As noted above in paragraph 61, the Crown Attorney's notes had been discussed
some six months earlier back in May, when De Beers was refusing to consent to the
transfer until they, amongst other items, were provided--and the private prosecutor
confirmed that they did not have these third-party records and invited the defendant to
ask Ms. Meuleman directly for them. The Grown Attorney Ms. Meuleman, herself, also
wrote the defendant, inviting them to contact her directly as she would be more than
happy to discuss any concerns involving her supervision of the file. They did not take her
up on her offer.

35 Rv Mallozzi,2018 ONCA 3'12.
36 R v Albinowski, 201 8 ONCA 1084.
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[99] A couple of months later, in a letter dated July 7,2017, counsel representing the
private prosecutor again confirmed that they did not have these third-party records in their
possession and once again invited De Beers to contact the Crown Attorney directly:

'All existing notes in the possession or control of the prosecution have been
provided. Ms. Meuleman is a delegate of the Crown Attorney (Toronto) with
oversight of this prosecution under s. 11 of lhe Crown aftomeys Acf. She is not
otherwise affiliated with the prosecution. You have. Ms. Meuleman's information
and may certainly contast her directly with respect of her documents."

[100] The appellant strongly contests the defendant's assertion that anything was said
during the JPT on November 14,20'17, that would have triggered this sudden and
unexpected need to now have these documents--after having done nothing to try and
secure them in the intervening six months. ln a letter dated November 29, 2017, the only
contemporaneous evidence in relation to this issue, counsel for the private prosecutor
maintained that there was no additional information announced during the November 14,
JPT, and that counsel for De Beers had not explained what it was that had prompted the
renewed interest in the Crown Attorney's notes. The letter also confirmed that the private
prosecutor had long since provided all its notes of conversations, emails, and letters etc.,
in relation to all of its interactions with the Crown Attorney.

[101] ln a reply affidavit dated October 24,2018, nearly a year after the November 14,
2017 JPT, counsel for the defendant advised that they had in fact been, "content to wait
to address" the issue of the Crown Attorney's notes until after their abuse of process
motion, but that something was said during that JPT that, "suggested" that the Crown
Aftomey "may" have been coaching and assr.sfing the private prosecutor in relation to the
motion.37 lEmphasis addedI

[102] ln the interests of expediency and hope of avoiding any further delay, the private
prosecutor at the behest of the JPf Justice, undertook to ask the Crown Attorney that
very day to provide her notes. She responded by agreeing to participate in a
teleconference with all counsel on November 24th,2017, and subsequently provided all
of her notes, prior to the resumption of the JPf on November 30,2017 .

[103] As noted, the private prosecutor had already disclosed all their documentation in
relation these interac{ions with the Crown Attorney-what the defendant was now again
requesting after six months, and which was provided, was the Crown attorney's
documentation in relation to these same interactions. As might be expected, much of this
information had already been provided in the private prosecutor's earlier disclosure.
Nevertheless, the defendant advised that it could not proceed with the JPf on November
30th as it now required further time to review the Crown Attorneys materials.

[1 04] Once again it was the private prosecutor who then contacted the RSJP's Office to
secure dates for the continuation of the JPT regarding the defendant's abuse ofprccess
motion. lt then wrote the defendant on December 4,2017 lo provide the available dates

37 Reply Affidavit of Neal Smitheman at para 1 1 (October 24, 2018) lReply Attidavit of Neal Snithenanl.
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of, January 23, January 25, or January 31 , and to confirm both the prosecution's, and the
JPf Justice's concerns overthe delay occasioned by the defendant's failure to finalize its
motion so that it could be set down for hearing.

[105] The final JPf teleconference was accordingly adjourned to January 31, 2018 for
continuation, which date was initially the first date available to the court, the defendant,
and private prosecutor. The court subsequently opened up January 2nd and 3rd as
available dates for the resumption of the JPI both of which were available to the private
prosecutor, however, the defence advised that this would conflict with the holiday break.

[106] The appellant contends that this period of delay from November 14,2017 to
January 31, 2018 (1 1 weeks / one day) should have been characterized as defence delay
given that: it resulted directly from the defendant's marked inelficiency or indifference
towards securing the Crown Attorneys notes, which it had been invited to do some six
months earlier; that it had announced its intention to bring an abuse of process application
back in July, yet had failed to finalize its grounds for doing so until the fourth ontinuance
of the JPf in late January; that the majority of the information in question had already
been disclosed and did not impact the abuse of process motion--indeed De Beers had

indicated as late as Nov. 14th, that it had been otherwise content to wait until after the
abuse of process motion, to see if the notes were required; and finally, the motion was
as noted, ultimately dismissed as being, "in large paft without merit."

[107] Her Worship declined to consider this period of delay as either defence delay or a
discrete event based on her finding that the there was no point in De Beers even having
tried to secure the notes earlier;

Based on the evidence, it was futile for De Beers to make any such request directly
with the Crown who, accoding to the evidence, was being uncooperative with the
defence.

Fufther, since, duing the judicial pre-tial, Justice of the Peace Ktlar specifically
uryed the pivate prcsecutor to ask the supervising Crown to produce all notes,
records or documents related to her role or activities in the matter, this is a very
good indication that supports that there were indeed tssues fhaf needed to be
addressed conceming documentary evidence and the superuising Crown. As
such, this cannot count as neither defence delay nor a discrete event.38

[108] Having carefully reviewed the evidence presented in the motion materials, I could
not find anything in the record to support the conclusion that it would have been futile for
De Beers to ask the Crown attorney for her notes or that she was being uncooperative
with the defence during the period in question. ln fact, the only evidence was, that she
had written the defence directly advising them that she would be'more than happy to
discuss any information regarding her review of the file with them'back on May 251h,2017,
which invitation they chose to never follow up on. Moreover, she promptly produced her
notes following a teleconference with all counsel.

3E Reasons for Judgment, Transcriptalp. 14 (December 13, 2018).
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[1 091 The appellant argues that the defendant's apathetic approach in seeking to secure
the Crown attorney's notes, and more pointedly, the admission that they were "content
to wait until after the motion" to pursue them if necessary, demonstrated fhe marked
inefficiency or indiffercnce towards delay, that the Supreme Court in Cody suggests
should be characterized as illegitimate, in the context of an 1 1(b) analysis, given,
defence,

.... inaction may amount to defence conduct that is not legitimate (Jodan, at
paras. 113 and 121). lllegitimacy may extend to omissions as urel/ as acfs (see, for
example in another context, R. v. Dixon, 1.9.9_8_QenLU.F05 (SCQ. [1998] 1 S.C.R.
244, at pan. 3l). Accused persons must bear in mind that a corollary of the s.

11.(b) right "to be tied within a reasonable time" is the rcsponsibility to avoid
causing unreasonable delay. Defence counsel are thercfore expected to "actively
advancfel their clients' iqht to a tial within a reasonable time, collaborat[e] with
Crown counsel when appropriate and . . . us[e] court time efficiently" (Jordan, at
pam. 1 3a3s lEmphasis addedl.

[1 101 The private prosecutor cites the Ontario Court of Appeal decision in R. v. Gopie,
where the defendant waited to secure necessary transcripts,

As the Suprcme Couti noted at para. 32 of Cody, "[i]nespective of its meit, a
defence action may be deemed not legitimate in the context of a s. 11(b)
application if it is designed to delay or if it exhibits ma*ed inefficiency or maked
indifference toward delay." Beaing that admonition in mind, in my view, much of
the delay resulting fron the missing tnnscipfs musf be aftibuted to the appellants
as defence-caused delay. The appellants were not diligent in ordering and
following up on the tnnscipts. They did not follow the Brampton protocol despite
repeated urgings by the court. ln the words of Cody, the appellants' conduct
exhibited "marked inefficiency or marked indifference toward delay.ao

[1 11] I conclude based on the evidentiary record as discussed above, that this period of
delay (11 weeks, one day) between November 14,2017 and January 31,2018 should
be properly characterized as defence-caused delay, I could, with respect, find nothing to
support Her Worship's conclusion that it would have been "futile" for the defendant to
pursue the Crown attorney's notes because of a "climate of distrust." They never asked
her for them-and in any event, admitted that up until Nov. 14, 2017,were content to wait
until after the motion to do so-if necessary.

Considered as a Discrete Event / Exceotional Circumstance

11121 ln the event I am wrong in my determination that this period of delay should be
characterized as defence -caused delay, and bearing in mind that the trial court's findings
of fact are to be accorded a high degree of deference, I must now consider whether it this
contested period of delay could alternatively, be characterized as an exceptional
circumstance, wherein the onus of proof shifts to the prosecution.

3a Rv Cody, supQ nole 2 at pam 33.
a0 R v Gopie,2017 ONCA 728 at para 156.
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[1 1 3] Assuming that there was indeed some unanticipated announcement by the private
prosecution counsel during the third continuance ofthe JPT on November 14,2017, a
real game changer as construed and contended by the defendant, though denied by the
appellant-how could this be anything but reasonably unforeseen and unavoidable? The
Crown attorney's notes had not been discussed for some five or six months and nor had
they been mentioned during the first 2 JPf teleconferences. Surely this was the type of
discrete event contemplated by the Supreme Court in Jodan, at para. 69:

Exceptional circumstances lie outside the Crcwn's contrcl in fhe sense that (1)
they are reasonably unforcseen or reasonably unavoidable, and (2) Crcwn
counsel cannot rcasonably rcmedy the delays emanating frcm those
circumstances once they an'se. So long as they meet this definition, they will be
considered exceptional. They need not meet a further hurdle of being rare or
entirely uncommon. a1

[1 14] How could the private prosecutor have reasonably foreseen that the defendant
would suddenly express renewed interest in the Crown attorney's notes, after some five
or six months, and it not having even mentioned them during the first two JPf
teleconferences? How could this have been reasonably avoided? Clearly this was an
unexpected development that was completely outside the control of the private
prosecutor. As further explained by the Court in Jordan, al para.73'.

Discrete, exceptional events that aise at tial may also qualify and require some
elabontion. Tials are not well-oiled machines. Unforeseeable or unavoidable
developments can cause cases fo quickly go awry, leading to delay.a2

[1 15] Moreover, having regard to the second requirement as enunciated by the Supreme
Court, in Jordan, that is the prosecution's reasonable efforts to mitigate delay occasioned
by exceptional circumstances, the private prosecutor sought to reduce the delay arising
from this exceptional event by immediately prevailing upon the Crown Attorney to provide
her notes to the defendant, and then contacting the court and making itself available on
the earlier dates of January 2 and 3 which were opened up by the court, but which dates
the defendant declined, even though it would have simply involved calling in to again
participate vra teleconference.

[1 16] ln the result, even if the learned trial Justice's findings of fact are accorded
complete deference, and this period of delay (November 14,2017 to January 31, 2018)
cannot therefore be characterized as defence-caused delay-it must surely be
characterized as a classic example of an exceptional circumstance as elucidated by the
SCC. This resulting delay of 11 weeks and 1 day, either way, must accordingly be
subtracted from the total period of delay for the purpose of determining whether the
Jordan ceiling has been exceeded.

iii) The Delav in Schedulino the Motion

a1 R v Jodan, supra note 1 at para 69.
az lbid at para73.
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[1 17] The JPf Justice had directed that the defendant provide a draft notice of its motion
during the first JPT on Sept. 20th,2017. lt provided the finalized motion just prior to the
final JPT on January 30th, 2018. At the conclusion of final continuation of the JPf on
January 31st, 2018, the presiding Justice of the Peace directed that the defendant's
motion be scheduled for a one-day hearing at the earliest possible, mutually convenient
date, As noted in paragraph 88 above, the defendant had estimated back in August that
its motion would take one day to complete. That estimate evidently remained unchanged
following the comprehensive JPf process. Once again, it was the private prosecutor who
took the initiative on February 1, 2018, of immediately contacting the POA Trial
Coordinator to secure potential dates for the anticipated one-day hearing, which dates
were then provided to the defendant; February 20,21, or 26-or March 5, 6 or 7, along
with a draft agrced statement of facts, and proposed timetable for the motion.43

[1 18] As evidenced in the ensuing exchange of correspondence between counsel,
counsel for De Beers subsequently contacted the Trial Coordinator themselves, seeking
additional dates in later March or early April, contingent upon them confirming the
availability of co-counsel. As the defendant sought to push the motion date further back
still, the private prosecutor urged the defendant De Beers to finalize its motion and confirm
a timetable, and hearing date;

"We note the defence has been contemplating this pretrial abuse of process motion
since July 27,2017 at the latest. We have still not received your motion materials
and you have not proposed or agreed to a timetable, nor have you set down a date
for the motion.

We remain very concerned that your ongoing delay in finalizing and scheduling the
defence's proposed motion is causing unnecessary delay in this proceeding. We
reiterate our concern-expressed to you and the court many times already-that
further delay risks a contested s.1 1 (b) Charter motion that has nothing to do with
either the merits of this proceeding or the grounds of the defence's proposed
motion".aa

[1 19J During the court appearance on March 8, 2018 to set the date for the abuse of
p/ocess motion,lhe same day the defendant finally served its motion recordas, counsel
for the private prosecutor once again expressed his 'very serious concerns' over the
delay, referencing the fast approaching, presumptive Jordan ceiling (June 1 , 2018). He
therefore urged the court to schedule the motion in late March or early April, or
alternatively, to schedule the actual trial dates then and there, with the understanding that
a day or two would be reserved at the commencement of the assigned trial dates to hear
the motion. He argued that this would ensure that trial dates were secured and would
impose some discipline on the parties to work within the resulting deadline. The
defendant's counsel strenuously objected to either of these proposals, citing her busy
schedule, and the fact she argued, that Jordan does not obligate courts to expedite

A3 Affidevit of Chatles Haft, supft nole 24 at pa,as 44-52.
{ /bld, Exhibit GG.
as Reply Affidavit of Neal Smitheman, supra note 37 , para 41
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matters for the sake of avoiding delay-where to do so would cause prejudice to the
defendant.

[Jordan] it does not impose, in my respectful submission, an obligation on couris
to expedite proceedings or othenlise prejudice an accused when approaching the
prcsumptive ceiling. It does not require couttsto expedite proceedings specifically
to avoid the presumptive ceiling at all cosfs, and fhaf's effectively what the pivate
prosecutor wanfs fo do.a6

[120] Counsel argued that what the private prosecutor was proposing was "completely
outmgeous" and would cause "gruve prejudice"lolhe defendant De Beers.aT ln the result
the presiding Justice of the Peace acceded to the defendant's request to keep the motion
date separate from the trial dates, and scheduled the motion for one day on April 25th

201 8, as requested by the defendant. Her Worship then expressed her desire to then also
identify possible dates for trial, however counsel for De Beers advised that she was not
prepared to do so, as she did not have the available dates for her witnesses.

11211 The period between January 31st,2018, when the JPf Justice ordered thatthe
defendant's motion be scheduled to be heard as soon as possible, and the motion being
scheduled to be argued on April 25,2018, is 85 days (approximately 12 weeks). There
were 65 days (approximately I weeks) between February 20, 2018 the first potential date
that the private prosecutor had secured from the Trial coordinator to schedule the motion,
and April 25, 2018, when it was scheduled at the defendant's request. Her Worship
deducted two weeks of explicit defence waiver between February 22 and March 8 in light
of conceded defence unavailability, however she refused to consider any further time
throughout this period as defence delay, and characlerized it as "pad of the ovenll delay,"
as there was no evidence to suggest that De Beers was doing anything other than
following accepted practice,

Contrcry to the R. v. Gopie case that was cited, there is no evidence to suppoft a
finding that the defence failed to lollow couft practice or direction in scheduling its,
for example, its two motions. Nor r.s there evidence that De Beers took excessive
time to prepare its motion mateial.as

11221 The appellant argues that Her Worship should have properly characterized at
least a further three weeks within this period, as defence-caused delay, given De Beers
demonstrated "marked inefficiency" in scheduling their motion to be heard, considering
amongst other circumstances, some of the factors outlined in Codfe:

"Proximity to the Jordan ceiling"-the abuse of process motion was
announced back in July 2017, but only scheduled to be heard April 25,
2018, just over a month before the June 1 , 201 8 Jordan ceiling.

a5 Transcript of Prooeedings at p. 12 (Maroh 8, 2018).
aTlbid, p. 13, 15.
aE Reasons for Judgment, Transcript at p. 5 (December 13, 2018).
e R v Cody, supft nole 2 al parc 32.
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a

"The manner in which it was conducted"-the JPf Justice had directed that
it be heard as soon as possible, which the appellant strove to facilitate, but
which efforts the defendant appeared to resist, despite contemplating the
motion for some significant time, and having had the benefit of a thorough
JPf process to help focus the issues

"Strength and importance:"-The learned trial justice, as noted above,
ultimately dismissed the motion as being, unsuppofted by the facts and the
law....and " in large paft, without merit."

[123] While it may be accurate to conclude that the defendant'did not fail to follow court
practice or direction' in scheduling its abuse of process motion, it would certainly appear
from evidentiary record, that it did so wilh a marked indifference toward delay, especially
given the particular circumstances of this case, including the constant concern over delay
expressed by the private prosecutor. I accordingly find that the learned trial justice erred
in law in refusing to characterize at least a further two weeks during this period as
defence-caused delay.

iv) The Delay Occasioned by Underestimating the T_ime. Bequilelllo_Algue the Motion

Considered as Defence Unavailability

(241 fhe defendant's motion abuse of prccess proceeded as scheduled on April 25,
2018, however it was unable to be completed, and had to be re-scheduled for an
additional two days, finally concluding on July 31,2018. The appellant contends that this
approximate 12-14-week delay--depending on whether it is properly characterized as
being either defence-caused, or attributable to exceptional circumstances-should be
deducted from the overall delay. Her Worship considered this period of delay, only
through the lens of defence-caused delay. She made a finding that as it was not caused
solely by the defendant, it could not be attributed to defence unavailability alone, and
therefore declined to deduct any of this period from the overall delay.

[125] The private prosecutor's counsel's flight from Toronto to Timmins the evening
before the motion on April 24th, 2018 was unexpectedly cancelled at the last minute,
requiring them to re-book on the first available flight on a different aidine the following
morning. lt resulted in them arriving at the courthouse approximately 30 minutes late on
the 25th. As they entered the court room, they found the proceedings had commenced
and that the defendant De Beers had moved 'for a mistrial, in their absence, based on a
letter that the supervising Crown attorney had sent the court.so

11261 A Crown attorney from the Ministry of the Environment had evidently, also planned
on aftending the proceedings that day to simply observe, however, their flight had also
been cancelled, and unlike the private prosecutor, were unable to rebook flights out on
the morning of the 25th. Counsel for both the private prosecutor and for the defendant De
Beers, were therefore sent correspondence the evening before, on the 24,th to advise

s0 Affidavit of Charles Haft, supm nole 24 al para 57
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that the Crown attorney would not be attending the proceedings, and confirming as had
been previously determined and conveyed, that there was no need to intervene in the
private prosecution, and she would therefore continue to simply watch over ll as
mandated by section 1'l(d) of the Crown Attomeys Act.

11271 The Crown attorney Miss Meuleman, unbeknownst to the private prosecutor had
sent a letter directly to the court the morning of the 25th essentially confirming what had
already been conveyed to all counsel the previous evening, as noted above, and advising
the Court that decision to not intervene ought not to be taken as a comment on the merits
of the defendant's abuse of process motion. There is no transcript of this proceeding, but
presumably the defendant's mistrial application was abandoned or dismissed, in short
order.

[128] Counsel for De Beers then commenced his submissions which consumed the
balance of the day and remained unfinished at the conclusion of the sittings on the 25th.

As it became increasingly evident that the defendant's submissions were taking much
longer than anticipated, counsel for the private prosecutor rose on two occasions,
expressing concern over the impending Jordan ceiling, and proposing ways to try and
ensure that the oral arguments were completed that day, including asking that the court
consider receiving follow-up written submissions.

[129] Her Worship chose not to accede to the private prosecutor's proposal, but rather,
at the end of the day, directed that the parties contact the Regional Senior Justice of the
Peace and secure two additional days in order ensure completion of the defendant's
abuse of process motion. The following day, April 26,2018 the private prosecutor again
wrote the RSJP, urging that she convene an urgent conference call with the parties, and
that active steps be taken to ensure that the motion was completed as soon as possible.

[130] The RSJP wrote backto advise that a conference call would not be necessary,
that she would do her best to ensure that the learned trial justice was available ryIl
as oossible, and that counsel should therefore proceed to set the two additional days as
directed in the ordinary course. She accordingly provided them with the dates that Her
Worship Bourbonnais, would not otherwise be available due to other commitments.sl

[131] Based on this schedule confirming the trial Justice's potential availability, provided
directly by the RSJP, counsel for the private prosecutor then followed up with counsel for
De Beers, providing a series of 7 possible hearing dates, comprised of 2 consecutive
days, when both they and the court were available, commencing the week of May 7-14
and concluding on July 30 and 31"t. Counsel for De Beers replied advising that she was
involved in 'lengthy examinations for discovery in June and July and then taking a short
family vacation' and provided dates wherein the only date proposed that coincided with
those of the Court's and the private prosecutor's availability-was the last one--at the end
of July.52

sl /bld, paras 63-66, Exhibit aA. Corresponde4ce RSJP Scully (dated April 30, 2018).
sz /brd, Exhibit RR. Email correspondence dated May 1,2018.
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[132] The learned trial Justice acknowledged thatthe defendant De Beers had clearly
'underestimated the time required for its abuse of process motion', having maintained
since July 2017, and throughout the extensive JPf process, that it would take one day to
complete, and yet required part of second day, just to complete its own submissions. Her
Worship however, determined that other factors, as described above, such as the half-

hour delay in the in the arrival of the private prosecutor's counsel, having to "address the
correspondence from the Crown aftomey", and the appellant's counsel rising to express
his concerns over delay and propose ways to complete oral argument, which
submissions, "took considerable courl time," all contributed to the delay,

Therefore, since the delay associated with the need to schedule and continue the
initial defence motion was not glply aftributed to De Beers'action or inaction, and
the fact that I have no evidence showing delibente and calculated tactics aimed
at causing defence delay. I am not prepared to deduct this time period from the
overal! delay. Cleady, both padleg as well as the court, were all partly responsible
for the delay.s3lEnphasis AddedJ.

[133] While I might not have been inclined to conclude that the intervening events made
any significant contribution to the obvious underestimation of time by the defendant De
Beers in relation to arguing its own motion, I will of course defer to Her Worship's finding
of fact in this regard. She also concluded that the responsibility for the underestimation of
time required to complete the defendant De Beers motion, should be shared by the private
prosecutor and the JPf Justice. ln any event, I do not believe, as will be discussed below,

that ascribing fault for miscalculations of time estimations, plays a major role in the Jordan
calcutus. At this point in considering defence-caused delay, the more pressing question

would be, once it became clear that more time was required to complete the motion on

April 25, 2018, why was it only scheduled to be heard some 14 weeks later at the end of
July?

[134] Her Worship determined that she was not available for much of May or June and

that was why the July 30 and 31"tdate was eventually selected by the RSJP,

Fufther, as I indicated on the record gL@loLthe 1rs!!!eyof the initial defence
motion, I was not available for much of May and June of this year. Therefore, the
motion could not possibly continue before July and, ultimately, was indeed
scheduled by the Office of the Regional Senior Justice of the Peace at the very
end of July of this year.sa lEmphasis Addedl.

[135] The private prosecutor argues that this was a palpable and overriding error, having

regard to the evidentiary record, specifically the correspondence from the RSJP in

response to his urgent request for scheduling help, which correspondence as mentioned,
indicated that Her Worship Bourbonnais would have been potentially available for
significant blocks of time throughout May and June,

ss Reasons for Judgment, Transcript at p. 6 (December 13, 2018).
sa /bld at p. 8.
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I would suggesf you (in conjunction with defence counsel) provide Miss John's
dates that are agreeable to both of you in May. June and July and I will do my best,
as I do in a// cases, to make HW Bourbonnais available as soon as possib/e.

I can advise that HW Bourbonnais will not available on the lollowing dates: May 15
to June 5, June 1 1-1 5 and June 22 and 25.5s lEmphasis Addedl.

[1 36] As noted above in paragraph. 'l 31 , the private prosecutor had then written the
defendant's counsel indicating their availability to proceed on 7 potential, 2-day dates that
coincided with Her Worship Bourbonnais' potential availability as provided directly by the
RSJP. The only date that the defendant's counsel provided that coincided with this
availability, was the two-day date of July 30 and 31.

[137] lt would appear that Her Worship assessed her apparent non-availability on what
she had asserted on the record back on April 25, 2018 at the conclusion of the first day
of the motion, and not on her actual potential availability as determined by the RSJP on
May 1, 201 8, following the RSJP's receipt of the urgent request for scheduling help from
the appellant's counsel, as established by the evidentiary record. As was the case
throughout the proceedings, the RSJP was the ultimate arbiter in determining the
availably and scheduling of all the Region's Justices of the Peace, including the trial
Justice, HerWorship Bourbonnais. lt is accordingly unclearwhythe RSJP's determination
of her potential availability at this juncture, should not be also presumed accurate?

[138] I would conclude that this misapprehension of thq record resulted in the learned
trial Justice erroneously determining that the motion "could not possibly" have continued
before July 30 and 3lst due to her unavailability, as believed on April 25th, when in fact it
appears, she was potentially available to continue the matter much earlier, as determined
bythe RSJP on May 12018.

[139] ln the result, the period of delay arising by having to wait until to July 31s to resume
the defendant's motion, should be properly characterized as defence unavailability, based
on the jurisprudence as discussed in paragraphs 70,71above. The defendant De Beers
has not discharged the onus of demonstrating that this period of delay, resulting from
counsel's unavailability, was otheruise reasonable, and the 12-week period from May 7,
2018 to July 31, 2018 should accordingly be deducted from the total delay.

Considered as Exceptional Circumstance / Discrete Event

[140] ln the event I am error in this determination, and mindful of the high degree of
deference that must be accorded to the trial court's findings of facl, I must now consider
whether this period of delay should in the alternative, more aptly, be characterized as
having arisen from exceptional circumstances. Of note, the learned trial justice did not
turn her mind to whether this period of delay might be considered as a discrete event-
regardless of who was available when, and who was responsible for underestimating the
time required to hear the defendant De Beer's, abuse of process motion.

5s /brd, Exhibit QQ. Email correspondence dated May 1 , 201E.
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[141] ln Jordan lhe Court actually used the unintentional miscalculation of trial time to
illustrate what might constitute a discrete event,

Discrete, exceptional events that aise at tial may also qualify and require some
elaboration. Trials are not .well-oiled machines. Unforeseeable or unavoidable
developments can cause cases fo quickly go awy, leading to delay. For example,
a complainant might unexpectedly recant while testifying, rcquiing the Crown to
change its case. ln addition, if the triaLq
even where the parties have made a good faith effort to establish realistic time
estimates - then it is likely the delay was unavoidable and mav therefore amount
to an exceotional circumstance. 56

11421 The Court of Appeal in Jurkus,s7 also recently considered circumstances where
the trial proceeding ran longer than anticipated, and once again confirmed that it should
likely be charac{erized as a discrete event, supra at para. 55:

These erc orecisalv the tvnes of discrete evenls lhal . Iorclan r.-ontemnlafp,rl Tials
are not "well-oiled machines" and things can quickly go awry in a way that leads to
delay: Jordan, at pan.73. An example given in Jordan, is where a trial ooes lonoer
than "reasonablv exp.e,cted". even where the pafties have in good faith aftempted
to establish realistic timelines. ln these circumstances. it is "likely the delav was
unavoidable" and will constitute an exceotional circunstance: Jordan. at para. 73.

These comments have eaual application when it comes to a orellminary inqui^/.s8

lEmphasis Added|

[143] lwould conclude that Court's comments, a fortioi, have equal application when it
comes to the defendant's own abuse of process, prctrial motion.

[144] As regards the efforts to remedy the delay, as noted above, counsel for the private
prosecutor rose twice during the actual proceedings on April 251h,2018 to propose ways
to avoid further delay, including offering to provide written submissions. When that
suggestion was declined, and the motion had to be adjourned and re-scheduled to be
heard over 2 additional days, he wrote the RSJP the very next day, seeking her immediate
assistance to ensure that it be re-scheduled as soon as possible. Upon receiving the trial
Justice's available dates, he then wrote counsel for the defendant, providing and
confirming his availability from the earliest date onward. One must ask, what other
reasonable steps could the private prosecutor possibly have taken in an effort to further
remedy this unexpected period of delay?

[145] I conclude that the need to schedule 2 additional days for the defendant's motion,
is most accurately characterized as a discrete event, and that the ensuing delay was both
reasonably unavoidable and that the private prosecutor could have done nothing more to
have reasonably remedied it in the circumstances. The approximate 14-week period from
April 25, 2018, to July 31Et(13 weeks,6 days) when the motion was finally completed,

sE Rv Jordan, supm note 1 al gara73.
57 R v Jurkus, supra note 7 at para 55.
s8 lbid.
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must therefore be deducted from the net delay. lt was an error in law, for the trial Justice
to have simply characterized it as part of the over all, inherent delay.

C) Delay Arising from Defendant's Alleged 'ma*ed inefficiency or ma*ed
indiflerence toward delay'in Scheduling lt'e 11(b) Applicatlon

[146] The learned trial Justice as noted, dismissed the defendant's abuse of p/ocess
motion seeking a stay of proceedings, on August 23, 2018, nearly three months after the
presumptive June 1st Jordan ceiling had been breached. The defendant's subsequent
s.1 1(b) application was argued approximalely 12 weeks later, over 2 days, on November
16,20'18. The appellant argues that the defendant's failure to provide notice and schedule
its s.11 (b) motion without the slightest regard for expediency, demonstrated a marl<ed
indifference towards delay, inconsistent with the culture change demanded by Jordan,
and should result in at least 50% of this period, six additional weeks, being deducted as
defence delay.

[147J Her Worship throughout her reasons, as discussed and suggested above, appears
to have focused almost exclusively on the one, perhaps more readily discernable type of
potential defence delay delineated by the Supreme Court-that is'. "deliberate and
calculated defence tactics gjmeg! at causing delay' 5s, and more recently restated,
defence actions, "designed to delay."6o lEmphasis Addedl:

i) Based on the evidence, I am satisfied that throughout these proceedings
there was no illegitimate conduct aimed at delayinq proceedinos on the paft
of De Beers.61 lEmphasis Addedl.

iD And there's no evidence that would show a "marked indifference to delay
and a deliberate and calculated defence tactic el4g!_g!_Wjgg_dpJgt
he re.62 lEmph a si s Addedl.

iiD Therefore, since the delay associated with the need to schedule and
continue the initial defence motion was not solely attributed to De Beers'
action or inaction, and the fact that I have no evidence showinq deliberate
and calculated tactics aimed at causing defence delay. I am not preparcd
to deduct this time peiod from the ovemll delay.63 lEmphasis AddedJ.

iv) lt is indeed only'delibente and calculated defence tactics aimed at causing
glplgy! such as fivolous applications and requests that meet the high
standards of illegitimate defence conduct contemplated in Jordan.6a

lEmphasis Addedl.

5e R v Jotdan, supra note 1 at para 63.
Ea R v Cody, supra note 2 al parc 32.
61 Reasons for Judgement at p. 5, line 17 (December 13,2018).
62 lbid alp.6, lines 10-12.
83 lbid al p. 7 , lines 17-20.
6a lbid elp.9, lrnes 17-18.
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v) I accept that the defence pursued that avenue for the bona fide purpose of
responding to the charges laid by the private prosecutor. As sucft, it cannot
reasonably be characterized as an illegitimate defence tactic aimed at
ca u sino del av.65 lEm ph asis Addedl.

[148] As evidenced by the foregoing examples throughout Her Worship's reasons, she
appears to have neglected to consider lhal marked inefficiency or matked indifference
toward delay might well, disiunctivelv. constitute defence- caused delay. Such conduct
need not necessarily have been 4i4gl at delay. As explained in Cody at para 32, the
defendants' actions or inactions might be characterized as illegitimate, regardless of its
aim or merit, if it demonstrated pronounced inefficiency, or indifference towards delay:

Defence conduct encompasses bofh subsfance and procedure - the decision to
take a step, as wel/ as the manner in which it is conducted. may aftnct scrutiny.
To determine whether defence action is legitimately taken to respond to the
charges, the circumstances sunounding the action or conduct may therefore be
considered. The ovemll number, strength, impoftance, proximity to
the Jordan ceilings, compliance with any notice or filing requirements and
timeliness of defence applications may be relevant considerations. lnespective of
its merit, a defence action may be deemed not legitimate in the context of a s. 11 (b)

application if it is designed to delay
indiffe rence towad del ay.66 lEmphasi s Addedl.

[149J ln this application, the learned trial Justice appears to have concluded throughout,
that once it had been determined that the defence action or inaction in question was bona
fide-in that it was taken to respond to the charges and in compliance with basic
procedural protocols-that ended the analysis---as it was therefore not alne{ at causing
delay. There was really no further scrutiny brought to bear in assessing whether the
manner in which it was pursued, 'exhibited marked inefficiency or marked indifference
towards delay.' (This mischaracterization of the law can also be noted throughout the
defendant's factum, wherein the arguments are focused only on conduct aimed at or
designed to cause delay). Such an approach, with respect, is contrary to the above
passages in Cody, and contrary to culture change that the Court has exhorted all justice
participants to embrace:

sq This understanding of illegitimate defence conduct should not be taken as
diminishing an accused person's right to make full answer and defence. Defence
counsel may still pursue all available substantive and prccedunl means to defend
their clients. What defence counsel are not permitted to do is to engage in
illegitimate conduct and then have it count towards the Jordan ceiling. In this
regard, while we recognize the potential tension between the ight to make full
answer and defence and the ight to be tried within a reasonable time - and the
need to balance both - in ourview, neither ight is diminished by the deduction of
delay caused by illegitimate defence conduct.

6s /bid at p. 9, lines 28-30.
6e R v Cody, sup|a nole 2 al pata 32.
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.:s We sfress that illegitinacy in this context does not necessaily amount to
professional or ethical misconduct on the paft of defence counsel. A finding of
illegitimate defence conduct need not be tantamount to a finding of professional
misconduct. lnstead, legitimacy takes ik meanino from the culture chanqe
dgmanded in Jodan. All justice system oafticioants - defe?ce counsel included

- mu.st now accept that many practices which were formerlv conmonplace or
merelv tolented are no longer compatible with the ight ouaranteed bv s.11 (b) of
t@fu!@.67

[150] As noted above, the Justice of the Peace in Toronto on the second appearance
back on March 23d, 2017, observed that the private prosecutor was being proactive, in

seeking "to move the matter along'l but that this approach was apparently being opposed
by the defendant De Beers. The appellant argues that the defendant's apparent
indifference towards delay continued throughout, and was evident some '18 months later,
when it waited until Oct. 2,2018, some four months after the presumptive Jordan ceiling
had been breached, and nearly six weeks after it's abuse of process motion had been
dismissed-to provide notice of its intention to bring a s. 11(b) application.

[151] lt only did so on Oct. 2.2018, at the mandatory JPf that had been scheduled in

order to set a hial date, as per the Northeast's presumably, now well-known POA
scheduling protocols. Upon learning of the defendant's intentions, the presiding JPf
Justice then abandoned seeking to set the matter down for trial, and instead directed that
the newly announced s. 11(b) application be scheduled. lt was accordingly, scheduled to
be heard for two days, November 13th and 'l6th, some 12 weeks afterthe abuse of process

motion had been dismissed. The appellant argues that given De Beers apparenl marked
indifference toward delay, in pursuing this application, that at least 50%, or six weeks of
this period should be characterized as defence delay.

[152] Consonant with his concern over delay throughout the proceedings, following the
dismissal of the defendant's abuse of process motion on Aug. 23, and prior to the
mandatory JPf on Oct. 2, where the defendant first announced its intention to bring its
s.1 1(b) application, the private prosecutor's counsel had already written the RSJP directly
on September 4,2018, requesting another conference call, and seeking her assistance
and direc{ion in scheduling the kial as soon as possible, and specifically seeking to
schedule the mandatory JPT and trial date simultaneously, so as to forestall any further
delay:

"The delay involved in setting dates for tial only after a JPT has been completed
would be unacceptable in the context of this proceeding.

This court musf fake sfeps to ensure that fufther delay in proceeding to trial on the
merits is minimized to the greatest extent possible.

We shared a draft of this lefter with defence counsel but received no reply.'sq

57 /b/d at paras 34, 35.
6a Affidevit of Charles Hatt, supra nole 24, Exhibit SS.
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[153] Counsel forthe defendant then did respond on September 7th, resisting the private
prosecutor's proposal to secure a trial date before the JPT was completed, (as it had
similarly resisted efforts to confirm a trial date prior to first completing their abuse of
process motion) , contending that, "... it makes good sense to follow the court's normal
process of conducting a pretial pior to tial dates being set." Counsel also expressed
that while they were "loath to do so", they nevertheless felt conskained to advise, "fhaf
the defence does not agree with the private prosecutor's characteization of the delay in
this mafter.'6s

[154] The RSJP wrote back on September'17 advising that a conference call would not
necessary given that the JPTfor the !@!was now scheduled to occur on October 2, 2018,
which would then facilitate a more accurate assessment of the estimated six-day kial--
and that counsel should therefore now get together and submit potential trial dates in
November and December.To

[155] Following the Oct. 2, JPTlhe presiding Justice ordered the matter be set down for
a five-day trial, following the s.11(b) application, as and if necessary. lt might be noted
that there is nothing in the evidentiary record to substantiate or explain why a seemingly
straightforward POA matter would require 5-6 days of trial (apart from the private
prosecutor advising that it intended to prove its case relying on documentary evidence
that would take one day to present). On October '17 the private prosecutor again
submitted trial availability for all counsel. While the record is unclear, presumably the
earlier potential November and December trial dates suggested by the RSJP were
relinquished, giving way to the defendant's s. 11(b) application, (which saw reasons only
delivered on Dec. 13, 2018) ln the result, the week of February 25 to March 'l was
tentatively assigned, pending the outcome of the s. 1 1 (b) application.

[156] As already discussed, the learned trial Justice combined her reasons regarding
the delay alleged in completing the abuse of process motion,logelher with her reasons
regarding the delay alleged in bringing the s.11(b) application, concluding that the
defendant was simply following court practice or direction, and any associated delay was
therefore part of the overall delay,

Contrary to the R. v. Gopie case that was cited, there is no evidence to suppoft a
finding that the defence failed to follow court pnctice or direction in scheduling its.
for example, its two motions.Tl lEmphasis Addedl.

Likewise, it was His Worship Kitlar who odercd that the current motion for a stay
of proceeding be held before the actual tial. As such. the time spent in relation to
the cunent motion counts as oart of the overall delav. Similarly, it was the presiding
justice of the peace who ordered that the first defendant motion for a stay of

€e /bld, Exhibit TT.
70 /bid, Exhibit UU.
71 Reasons for Judgement at p. 5, lines 28-30 (December 13, 2018).
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proceeding be held beforc the tial. Therefore. again. the time spent for that initial
motion also counts gs paft of the ovemll delay.7z lEmphasis Addedl.

[157] ln relation to the appellant's argument that the defendant ought to have
demonstrated greater concern for delay, and consequent alacrity in providing notice and
scheduling of its 'l 1(b) motion, rather than waiting until the October 2 JPf to announce its
intentions, the defendant declares,

It is idiculous that Mn Haft assefts that the defence .did not indicate an intention
to bing a 11(b) motion... prior to trial at any point' prior to the October 2, 2018
JPT. The Jordan issue had been a "live" one for several months. Mr. Hatt
repeatedly took the oppoftunity to make self-seruing statements conceming what
he viewed as unreasonable delay by the defence and the cour7. There can be no
doubt that Mr. Haft fully expected the defendant to raise a 11 (b) Chafterissue once
the abuse ofprocess motion was dismr'ssed.73

[158] lt was the elephant in the room to be sure. A review of the evidentiary record
clearly confirms that delay had indeed, always been of paramount concern to the private
prosecutor, which concerns the defendant dismissed, if not actively resisted, as noted for
example, in paragraphs 1 1 9 and 120 above.

[159] Nearly 7 months earlier, on the March 8, 2018, set,date appearance when the
appellant had stated, "...'we're very concemed about delay in this proceeding" ... ,

counsel for the defendant had cited cases like Jordan ( and Vitalis?) and provided the
court with copies, ironically, bucking any efforts to expedite proceedings, as it would
cause grave prejudice and impinge on its right to adequately prepare. As De Beers
acknowledged, the private prosecutor, "repeatedly took the opportunity to make" his
concerns over delay known, it seems, at every turn in the proceedings.

[160] ln all of these circumstances, there is no doubt that the defendant knew full well
back on August 23, 2018, when its abuse of process motion was dismissed-neady 3

months beyond the Jodan ceiling, that the next logical, ineluctable step, would be to bring
its 11(b) application-a realization it was quick to impute to the private prosecutor. The
light bulb did not just go off during the Oct. 2, 2018 JPI Virtually nothing changed in the
12 weeks between August 23 and October 2, when De Beers chose to first provide notice
of its intention to bring a 1 1(b) application---except that clock continued to tick, and the
already exceedingly rare, available dates forfive or six-day POA trial-continued to move
further and further onto the horizon.

[161] One must ask for instance, even in its September 7, 2018 correspondence directly
to the RSJP, why the defendant did not give notice of its intention then and there to bring
its 1 1 (b) motion? Why waste time and go through the pretense of discussing the timing
of dates in relation lo a JPT and a_!!g[ on the merits, with the RSJP, when it knew then it
would be bringing a 11(b) application, and was well familiar with the Northeast POA

72 Reasons for Judgement at p. 8, lines 22-31 (December 13, 2018).
n Reply Affidavit of Neal Smitheman, supra note 37 al para 24.
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scheduling protocols? lt knew that any pre-tial motion taking longer than three hours,
required a mandatory JPTlhal had to be scheduled through the RSJP's office.

[162] This was the perfect opportunity for the defendant to demonstrate some initiative,
some of the "culture change demandedby Jordan" and advise the court and the appellant
of its intention. lnstead, it chose once again say nothing* other than advising that it was
loath to comment o.n the private prosecutor's concerns regarding delay. ln the
circumstances it might appear "ridiculous" to some, that the defendant would sit on its
hands and wait until October 2 to give notice of its intentions. lt is uncertain precisely
what this decision to withhold notice of its intention to bring an 1 1(b) application in its
Sept. Tth correspondence to the RSJP may have had in relation to the eventual hearing
date, but it is certainly emblematic of the defendant's marked indifference toward delay.

[163] Her Worship concluded that because there was no evidence that the defendant
had failed to follow basic court practice/direction, that any delay associated in bringing
the 11(b) application must accordingly be counted as part of the overall delay. She did
so without any apparent scrutiny as to the timing, and specifically, the indifference
towards delay, that the defendant demonstrated in deliberately choosing to delay
providing notice of its intention to bring the 11(b) motion. Such an approach, with respect
does not accord with the clear direction provided by the Supreme Court.

[164] Upon further review, I conclude that the entire 12 weeks of delay associated with
bringing the 11(b) application cannot simply be attributed to "overall delay. Some portion
of it must be characterized as defence caused delay. The Supreme Court's direction in

Cody provides that factors such as 'proxntfu to the Jordan ceiling" and "noflce or filing
requirements and !!ryljry of defence applications', ought to be considered in
determining whether the defendant's conduct demonstrates a mafued indifference
towards delay.

[165] Here, the defendant De Beers asserts that even the private proseculor, "fully
expected the defendant to raise a 1 1 (b) Charter issue once the abuse of process motion
was drsmr.sse4" on August 23rd. 2018-- three months beyond the-Jordan ceiling. Why
then did it inexplicably make the decision to hold off providing notice of its intention to do
so, for some for some 40 days between August 23 and October 2? The defendant was
by now fully familiar with all the Northeast Region's POA officials'and practice directions-

--why not give notice, contact the court, and try to secure dates, as the private prosecutor
had repeatedly done over the course of the proceedings? Was it expecting the private
prosecutor to do so again in this instance? The defendant chose instead to remain silent,
even in its correspondence to the RSJP on September 7 as noted above, and wait until
the Oct. znd JPT, scheduled in relation to the trial on the merits, to provide notice.

11661 The appellant argues that given the 12 weeks between August 23, 2018 and
November 16,2018, when the defendant's 2-day 1 1(b) motion was eventually scheduled,
that six weeks or 50% of that time ought to be characterized as defence-caused delay.
While I have concluded that the defendant's approach to providing notice and therefore
the ultimate scheduling of this application demonstrates a marked indifference towards
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delay, especially given the circumstances of this case, I am not prepared to so readily
accede to the appellant's calculation that the six weeks ought to be deducted.

[167] When the defendant finally gave notice on October 2, 2018, the two-day 1 1 (b)
application was scheduled just about a month and a half later (45 days) on November 16,

2018. Had the defendant provided timely notice and contacled the RSJP shortly after
August 23, 2018, would the application have then also been scheduled approximately just
a month and a half later in early October? What difference might this have made in the
tentative trial dates that were eventually provlded? Would the November and December
dates suggested by the RSJP and agreed to by counsel have then still been available?
While the answers to all these questions would in all likelihood be answered in the
affirmative* the variables in evidentiary record make a precise calculation of the resulting
delay difficult. I would nevertheless conclude that at least five weeks must be
charac{erized as defence caused delay and accordingly be deducted from the total delay.

Conclusion

[168] The learned trial Justice determined that 1 .5 months of explicit defence delay
should be deducted from the total delay of 27 months, resulting in a net delay at 25.5
months. My review of the evidentiary record, as discussed above has led me to conclude
with respect, that Her Worship, appears to have misapprehended the evidentiary record
in some instances, but more importantly, mischaraclerized the contested delay arising
throughout the proceedings.

[169] Reviewing the proceedings chronologically, I have determined that the following
periods must be characterized as defence caused delay;

l) The Delay in Transfening the Charges to the Proper Jurisdiction... ... ... ... 12 weeks

ll) The Delay arising from Unavailability during the 1=t motion JPf process....5 weeks
(there were 7 weeks, however the kial Justice had deducted 2 weeks)

lll) The Delay arising in relation to the Crown attorney's notes...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 weeks

lV) The Delay in Scheduling the 1=tmotion.. ....2 weeks

V) The Delay arising from Underestimating the Time for the 'lEt motion......12 weeks

Vl) The Delay in providing Notice and Scheduling the 2nd motion... ... ... ... ....5 weeks

[170] This would amount to approximately 47 weeks, or 10.8 months of delay arising
directly from the defendant's conduc{, specifically ils indifference towards delay
throughout the proceedings. After deducting 10.8 months from the 25.5 months, left after
Her Worship had deducted explicit defence delay, or waiver, the net delay would therefore
be under 15 months, (14.7 months) bringing it well within the presumptively reasonable
I 8-month Jordan ceiling.
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[171] ln the result there is likely no need to consider exceptional circumstances or
discrete evenfs. As discussed above however, I have determined that some periods of
delay could, in the alternative, be more properly characterized as exceptional
circumstances or discrcte evenfs. This would not significantly impact the final analysis,
with the exception of number four above, the delay arising in relation to the miscalculation
of the time required to hear the first motion. Were it to be characterized as a discrete
evend which as discussed, would likely be a more appropriate characterization, the delay
arising would be 14 weeks, as opposed to 12 weeks, when considered as defence delay,
resulting in remaining delay of just over 14 months.

['172] Complexity, which is to be considered outside of the context of the presumptive
Jordan ceiling, was not advanced by the private prosecutor either at trial nor on appeal.
It was not necessary. The apparent complexity of this case, which might otherwise have
been argued however, is so far outside the realm of what one might expect to see in a
comparable Paft lll POA prosecution, that it warrants brief comment.

11731 BV way of example, the Chief Justice of the Ontario Court of Justice, has
implemented a praclice direction, subject to leave, limiting oral argument on 11(b)
applications to t hour for criminal matters-this application took 2 days at the trial level-
and a full day on appeal. Oral argument on the abuse ofprocess motion, took 3 days-
accompanied by the lengthy affidavits, reply affidavits, transcripts of cross-examinations
on the affidavits, and endless documentary exhibits, comprising the voluminous motion
records. The trial was estimated to take for 5-6 days--that following 5 JPIS and over 20
court appearances. The evidence is not complicated. No one died, no one was even hurt.
The prosecutor intended to present his case via a ceftificate in one day. lt was the
approach taken by counsel that has resulted in this matter getting derailed and weighed
down in minutiae, resulting in an artificial and completely unnecessary layer of
complexity-this on top of the inherent procedural challenges occasioned by
orchestrating the calendars of 4 four counsel flying in and out of Timmins from Toronto.

['174] Such a needlessly complicating approach to a comparatively simple POA
prosecution is simply unacceptable in this post Jordan era, where all participants share
responsibility for ensuring the efficient use of limited resources.

Disposition

[175] The appeal is therefore granted, and the matter is accordingly remitted to the Part
lll Provincial Offences Acf Court in Timmins, scheduled on January gth, 2020, City Hall
Council Chambers

Released: December 24th, 2019

Signed: Justice D.A. Thomas
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